
The  Answer  Is  the
Resurrection
Steve  Cable  shows  us  that  the  resurrection  is  the  key
apologetic for those seeking to evangelize. As we share our
faith, understanding the evidence for the resurrection helps
prepare us to answer questions raised by a seeker after the
truth.

Making a Defense for Your Living Hope
A key verse for our ministry at Probe is 1 Peter 3:15 where
Peter writes, “Sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts, always
being ready to make a defense to everyone who asks you to give
an account for the hope that is in you, yet with gentleness
and reverence.”{1}

I  want  to  encourage  you  to  make  this  verse  a
motivator for your own walk as an ambassador for
Christ. You might say, “I am not equipped to make a
defense. Surely, this verse is talking to pastors
and people like the researchers at Probe.” A deeper
look at Peter’s letter shows us that this is not the case.
Peter  makes  it  clear  that  these  instructions  are  for  all
Christians.{2} In addition, Peter wrote this verse in the
imperative  tense,  meaning  that  it  is  a  command,  not  a
suggestion.

Okay. I want to be ready to give an account for the hope that
is  in  me,  but  I  need  be  clear  on  what  that  hope  is.
Fortunately, Peter answers that for us in chapter 1 where he
writes, “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who according to His great mercy has caused us to be
born again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ  from  the  dead,  to  obtain  an  inheritance  which  is
imperishable and undefiled and will not fade away, reserved in
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heaven for you.”{3}

So, our hope is a living hope for an eternal inheritance
reserved for us in heaven. If I am to make a defense for this
hope of eternal life, I need to be able to explain why I
believe that the source of this hope has both the capability
and the motivation to follow through on this offer.

How do we get this living hope? Our hope comes “through the
resurrection  of  Jesus  Christ  from  the  dead”!  Jesus’
resurrection  is  the  basis  for  our  hope.  If  Jesus  is  not
resurrected from the dead, we are of all men most to be
pitied.{4} So, any defense of the hope that is within us
begins  with  explaining  why  someone  should  believe  in  the
resurrection. The empty tomb is the cornerstone to answering
most other objections raised up against the gospel.

In the remainder of this article, we will look at evidence for
the resurrection and how a defense of the resurrection is the
foundation for answering many of the objections raised against
Christianity.

Evidence for Jesus’ Resurrection
Giving an account for our belief in Jesus’ resurrection is the
key to defending the hope within us. Several books have been
written on this topic, and you can find a list of them in the
transcript of this radio program on our Web site. The evidence
for the resurrection as an historical event is so strong that
even Dr. Antony Flew, until recently a noted proponent of
atheism, had to admit, “The evidence for the resurrection is
better than for claimed miracles in any other religion. It’s
outstandingly different in quality and quantity, I think, from
the  evidence  offered  for  the  occurrence  of  most  other
supposedly  miraculous  events.”{5}

One help to remembering the overwhelming evidence is to think
of the ten A’s attesting to Jesus’ resurrection:



1.  Accurate  predictions.  Both  the  Old  and  New  Testaments
contain predictions of Jesus’ death and resurrection. Numerous
times in the Gospels, Jesus told his disciples and the Jewish
authorities that He would rise to life after three days in the
earth. In John 2, at the very beginning of His ministry, Jesus
told this to the Jewish leaders. It made such an impression on
the disciples, that verse 22 tells us, “So when He was raised
from the dead, His disciples remembered that He said this; and
they  believed  the  Scripture  and  the  word  which  Jesus  had
spoken.”

2. Attesting miracles. Jesus’ resurrection was not a sudden
miraculous cap to an otherwise unremarkable life. Jesus had
consistently  demonstrated  His  authority  over  the  material
universe  from  turning  water  into  wine,  to  walking  on  the
water, to healing the sick, to raising Lazarus from the dead.
His resurrection is consistent with the power He demonstrated
during His earthly ministry.

3. Agonizing death. Jesus had numerous opportunities to avoid
a  fatal  confrontation  with  the  Jewish  leaders  and  Roman
authorities. No one is going to go through a Roman scourging
and  crucifixion  as  a  hoax.  Jesus  submitted  to  the  cross
because it was necessary to pay for our sins and He knew that
He had the authority to conquer death.

4. Angry authorities. After word of Jesus’ resurrection began
to spread, the Jewish authorities wanted to put a stop to
people believing in Him. Producing the body of Jesus would
have been the best way to do this. Even with support from the
Roman authorities, they were never able to produce a body.

5. Absent body. The chief priests set a guard around Jesus’
tomb to make sure the body was not stolen by his disciples.
Those guards knew their lives could be at stake if they failed
in their duty, but on the third day Jesus was gone. Once they
regained  their  senses,  the  guards  “reported  to  the  chief
priests all that had happened.”{6} Why did they take this



risk? Because they knew that there was no body to recover. No
one has ever found any credible evidence that the body of
Jesus was anywhere to be found on this earth.

6.  Amazed  disciples.  After  Jesus’  arrest,  most  of  His
disciples fled. It is clear from their reaction that they
despised the cross and were not anticipating the resurrection.
Two of his disciples did not recognize the risen Jesus even as
He was teaching them the Scriptures related to Himself.{7}
Their skepticism and shock showed that they clearly were not
part of some preplanned hoax.

7.  Agreeing  eyewitnesses.  After  His  resurrection,  Jesus
appeared to over five hundred people. They testified to His
resurrection. We do not have a record of anyone disputing
their testimony, saying “I was there with them and it was a
hoax.”

8. Apostolic martyrs. People don’t die for something they know
to be a hoax. Yet, many of these eyewitnesses accepted death
rather than deny the resurrection of Jesus.

9. Agnostic historians. Contemporary, non-Christian historians
reported that Jesus was reputed to have risen from the dead
and that his followers were willing to die rather than recant
their belief in Jesus.

10. Attesting Spirit. Over the centuries, the Holy Spirit
continues to convict unbelievers and assure believers that
Jesus is the risen Son of God.

We don’t have to believe in the resurrection in spite of the
facts. Instead, we believe in the resurrection in light of the
facts. If you can defend your belief in the resurrection, then
you  are  already  positioned  to  respond  to  other  questions
people may have about your faith. In fact, you can respond to
objections by asking, “Do you believe in the resurrection of
Jesus?” If the answer is no, then you may want to focus on the
evidence for the resurrection as a foundation for addressing



their other concerns.

Tearing  Down  Objections  Through  the
Resurrection
The evidence for Jesus’ resurrection is the key to making a
defense  for  our  living  hope.  Let’s  consider  some  common
objections to Christianity, and see how the resurrection can
be the starting point for a reasoned response.

1. Is there a God still active in this universe?

Jesus’ resurrection shows there is a power that transcends the
physical universe. A transcendent God is the only power that
can override decay and death. As the apostle Peter wrote,
“[God] raised [Jesus] from the dead and gave Him glory, so
that your faith and hope are in God.”{8}

Jesus’ resurrection declares God’s active involvement in this
world. He planned it from the beginning and He performed it at
the appointed time.{9}

2. What difference does God make to my life?

Jesus’ resurrection shows that He lives into eternity and that
we have the prospect of life beyond this world.{10} Knowing we
have  a  soul  that  continues  beyond  this  world  impacts  our
perspective on life. As Paul points out, “If the dead are not
raised, let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die.”{11}

But if the dead are raised, then we need to live with eternity
in  mind.  It  becomes  a  top  priority  to  know  the  one  who
controls eternity, God.

3. Is the Bible really God’s revelation? Every religion has
their holy books.

Jesus’  resurrection  confirms  that  Jesus  is  the  source  of
truth. He knows which holy book is actually a revelation from



God. Jesus affirmed the inspiration of the Old Testament. He
promised that the Holy Spirit would lead the apostles as they
shared His teaching through the New Testament. The Gospel of
John  states,  “So  when  He  was  raised  from  the  dead,  His
disciples remembered that He said this; and they believed the
Scripture and the word which Jesus had spoken.”{12}

If Jesus’ resurrection caused His disciples to believe the
Bible, it is certainly sufficient to cause me to believe.

4. I am too insignificant for God to love.

Jesus’ resurrection shows the depth of God’s love for you.
Without the crucifixion there would be no resurrection. His
crucifixion cries out “God loves you!” Romans tells us that
“God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us.”{13}

Being singled out for God’s love makes you very significant in
His universe.

5. How can anyone know the truth about life and death?

Jesus’ resurrection gives Him firsthand knowledge. He has been
beyond  death  and  returned.  His  knowledge  transcends  this
physical universe. Jesus gives us an eyewitness for eternal
life. He told Pilate, “My Kingdom is not of this world. . . .
For this I have been born, and for this I have come into the
world, to testify to the truth.”{14}

Jesus testifies to the truth regarding eternal life. We can
trust His testimony because of the resurrection.

6. Why should I believe that Jesus is God’s divine Son?

Jesus’ resurrection conquered the grave. No mortal can claim
victory over decay and death.

He said that “I and the Father are one.” His victory over
death confirms His claim, crying out through the ages “He is



God!” As Paul proclaims in Romans, “[Jesus] was declared the
Son of God with power by the resurrection from the dead.”{15}

7. Aren’t there many ways to God? Can Jesus be the only way?

Jesus’ resurrection puts Jesus in a class by Himself. His
crucifixion and victory over death clearly show that He is a
the only way to God. If there were multiple ways, Jesus would
not have gone to the cross. He allowed himself to be subjected
to  death  because  it  was  necessary  for  our  redemption.  In
addition, Jesus clearly stated that no one comes to the Father
except through Him.{16}

8. How can I possibly be forgiven for my sins?

Jesus’ resurrection validates His claim to have victory over
sin and death. The ultimate result of sin is death, and Jesus
conquered death.{17} In Romans chapter 10 we learn “that if
you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and believe in your
heart  that  God  raised  Him  from  the  dead,  you  will  be
saved.”{18}

Belief in Jesus’ resurrection is a central part of saving
faith.

9. Why should I believe God is involved in His creation? I
don’t see God making much difference in this world.

Jesus’ resurrection demonstrates God’s active involvement in
this world. He predicted it, He planned it, He performed it.
Peter writes, “[you are redeemed] with precious blood, as of a
lamb unblemished and spotless, the blood of Christ. For He was
foreknown before the foundation of the world, but has appeared
in these last times for the sake of you.”{19}

10. How can a loving God allow all of the evil in this world?

Jesus’  resurrection  demonstrates  a  loving  God  redeeming  a
world degraded by evil. If there were no evil, Jesus would not
have had to conquer death through the cross. If God was not



loving, He would not have sent Jesus into the world to redeem
us.{20} Looking at His death and resurrection, we know without
a doubt that there is evil in this world, yet we are still
loved by a God with power over death. Evil and love coexist
because God valued us enough to create us in His image with a
genuine capability to choose to turn our backs on Him. Making
us unable to choose evil would have made us unable to love
removing the greatest attribute of His image.

Once someone accepts the resurrection, many other barriers to
accepting Christ are torn down. Whatever the question, the
answer is the resurrection of Jesus Christ our Lord.

May what John said of the disciples be true of us as well: “So
when He was raised from the dead, . . . they believed the
Scripture and the word which Jesus had spoken.”{21}
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and Pastors Are Not Passing
It On
Steve  Cable  reviews  the  dismal  results  of  surveying  the
worldview of American Christians.

Problem: How Parents are Missing the Mark
Following up on our series of articles featuring the results
from  Probe’s  recent  2020  survey  of  American  Religious
Beliefs{1}, we want to add to that understanding drawing on
data collected and analyzed by George Barna of the Christian
Research Center at Arizona Christian University. Since 2020,
the Christian Research Center has taken multiple surveys to
assess the worldviews and the values of American adults. In
2023,  Barna  released  a  book  entitled  American  Worldview
Inventory 2022-23: The Annual Report of the State of Worldview
in the United States.{2}

Looking at the spiritual status and worldviews of America’s
parents of children living at home, our data and Barna’s book
both show the vast majority of Americans do not possess a
biblical  worldview  to  pass  on  to  their  children.  Equally
disturbing at a parenting level, most of them “do not even
have the worldview development of their children on their
radar.”{3} To make this situation worse for the future of
American Christianity, most Evangelical parents fall into the
same  category  as  other  parents—  a  fractured,  inconsistent
worldview with no intentional plan to impart their worldview
or any other worldview to their children.

Some people might want to argue that worldviews are personal,
and children need to develop a personal worldview without
parental intervention. That way they can own and nurture this
view as young adults, finding something that works for them.
Such an argument might have some substance, if we were talking
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about forming your views on how one might select sports teams
to root for or even choose a career to pursue. But when we
talk about worldviews, we are talking about the fundamentals
of life including things such as “Where did life originate?”,
“What does it mean to be a person?”, “Why is there evil and
suffering in the world?”, “How can we escape the destructive
forces  of  sin  in  our  life?”,  “Can  we  be  restored  to  a
relationship with our creator?” and others.

There are radically different answers to these questions being
promoted  in  our  society  today.  If  you  are  an  Evangelical
Christian,  you  know  that  true  biblical  answers  to  these
questions are under constant attack.
You should expect your children to choose to flee from these
attacks by adopting another, nonbiblical worldview unless they
have been given good reasons to believe the biblical answers
are true.

If  you  believe  that  a  biblical  worldview  is  the  only
foundation upon which to build a life that will echo through
eternity,  you  need  to  be  actively  teaching,  testing  and
encouraging your children with the truth. To do this you will
need to repair your worldview along biblical guidelines and
develop a plan for building these worldview truths into your
children.

But first, we will look at the lies that have crept into many
worldviews including those held by Christian parents.

The Victory of Syncretism
George Barna’s research as well as our own clearly show a
breakdown of biblically based thinking not only among the
general  population  but  also  among  those  who  identify  as
Evangelicals. Barna’s recent research found that two-thirds of
parents of preteens claim to be Christian, but only 4% of them
possess a biblical worldview. So, what kind of worldview do
they hold?



Barna surveyed adults in America using worldview questions to
divide our population into seven different worldviews ranging
from  Biblical  Theism  to  Moralistic  Therapeutic  Deism  to
Postmodernism to Eastern Mysticism.
Surprisingly, the most popular worldview was Biblical Theism
but held by only 2% of the parents of preteens. All the other
worldviews offered were at 1% or less.

Wait, you may be asking! That sum adds up to less than 8% of
the population and you would be right. What happened is that
94% of these parents were classified as being Syncretists.
“Syncretism is a blending of multiple worldviews in which no
single life philosophy is dominant, producing a worldview that
is diverse and often self-contradictory.”{4} Since the rise of
postmodernism (and probably before), more and more American
have no problem holding a set of views which are at best
inconsistent. Barna found most of these syncretistic parents
gathered their worldview ideas from different parts of three
of  the  candidate  worldviews:  Eastern  Mysticism,  Moralistic
Therapeutic Deism, and Biblical Theism. When considered as a
whole, each of these worldviews is distinctly different and in
fact counter to the other two.

We see that Americans tend to embrace beliefs in the different
areas of worldview that seem attractive in that area, are
espoused by many of their friends, and that they see espoused
on their media outlets of choice. As one scholar describes it,
“Central to syncretism is the belief that all religions offer
truth, or that different religions present different paths to
God.  Syncretism  operates  on  the  assumption  that  combining
certain teachings
produces a better way of knowing and/or reaching God.”

Barna found that less than one third of adults turn to the
Bible as their primary source of moral guidance. Of
course,  even  fewer  turn  to  the  sacred  texts  of  other
religions. American adults, without placing their faith in
historical worldviews, feel a freedom to create their own way



to view the world. In fact, 58% of adults believe that moral
truth is up the individual to decide. Since all truth is
relative,  inconsistencies  and  contradictions  are  not  worth
considering. Certainly a careful examination of the so-called
truth that all truth is relative would
show the falsehood in that statement.

The dominant worldview thinking of Americans assumes that the
details of the faith you ascribe to don’t matter as long as
you place your faith in something AND you don’t presume to
question anyone else’s object of faith. As you can see, this
way of thinking creates a tough wall for any evangelistic
message  to  overcome.  People  are  not  programmed  to  think,
“Isn’t it nice that this Christian is concerned for my eternal
situation and wants to tell me the way I can improve it.”
Instead, they think, “How can this person be so rude and
confrontational as to present their views as the only viable
truth? This person needs to be shunned.”

At the end of this essay, we will consider some strategies for
tearing down this wall.

Values and Beliefs of Young Parents
As  noted  above,  two  major  barriers  exist,  preventing  the
development of biblical leaning worldviews for our pre-teens.
First, most parents do not take any concrete actions to pass
on or promote a particular worldview. Instead, they leave it
to the culture around their children to instill a worldview
framework.  If  these  parents  have  a  somewhat  Christian
perspective  themselves,  they  ignore  the  teaching  of
Deuteronomy  where  God  tells  us,  “These  words,  which  I  am
commanding you today, shall be on your heart. You shall teach
them diligently to your sons and shall speak of them when you
sit in your house and when you walk by the way and when you
lie down and when you rise up.”{5} And in the New Testament
epistle Ephesians, Paul writes, “Bring your children up in the
discipline and instruction of the Lord.”{6}



Secondly,  the  vast  majority  of  parents,  including  many
Evangelical parents, do not possess a biblical worldview to
pass on. In some areas, they depart from the clear biblical
teaching and subscribe to the lies of the world. As Barna
points out, “The parents of children under the age of 13 are a
stellar example of this Christian nominalism that is widely
accepted as spiritually normal and healthy.” {7} Let’s examine
some the areas where parents are failing to uphold a biblical
worldview.

As Christians, we know that God created human life as sacred.
Even as fallen humans, God considered our lives so important
that Jesus came to die, taking on the price of our sin. And
yet according to Barna’s recent book, over three fourths of
American parents do not suppose that human life is sacred.
 This gap in a biblical worldview leads to a nation where many
worship  a  woman’s  ability  to  choose  an  abortion  over  the
sacred  obligation  to  protect  life.  In  fact,  over  85%  of
parents do not consider human life as sacred and/or support
having  an  abortion  if  raising  the  child  would  be  too
inconvenient for the parents. To put it bluntly, the right to
live a life without inconveniences is more important than
another person’s right to live at all.

Another example is that less that one in four self-identified
Christian parents oppose the notion that having faith matters
more than which faith. They are essentially saying if you have
faith in Buddha, Mohammed, or your household idol, that is
just as good as having faith in Christ. These parents (and
remember,  these  are  people  who  identify  themselves  as
Christians) believe that God would sacrifice His Son, turning
His back on Jesus as He took the sins of the world upon
Himself, when there were already other ways people could be
restored to God that would require no love or sacrifice on the
part of God. This inconsistent, self-contradictory thinking is
a hallmark
of the syncretistic views that dominate our society.



Barna  also  found  that  only  one  in  ten  parents  have  a
consistently  biblical  perspective  on  God,  creation,  and
history. Without this understanding, their children cannot be
expected to grasp these key precepts on their own.

With this combination of laissez-faire parenting and a lack of
a consistent biblical worldview, the natural conclusion is
that the upcoming generation of young adults will be even
further removed from clear biblical thinking than the current
generation.  Unfortunately,  this  result  is  almost  certain
without  a  concerted  effort  by  concerned  Christians  to
communicate  the  truth.

Pastors (for the most part) Not Helping
Combat the Decline
As  we  consider  the  decline  in  American  young  adults  who
profess and live according to a biblical worldview, we might
ask what influences are in play to counter this decline. One
of the questions Barna addresses is “How well are America’s
pastors working to stem this discouraging tide on unbelief?”
To get a handle on this question, he surveyed 1,000 pastors
across America including Senior Pastors, Youth Pastors and
Teaching Pastors.{8}

If these pastors are going to help turn people back to a
biblical worldview, they need to possess one themselves. What
the survey found was only four out of ten Senior Pastors
professed a biblical worldview. This result is disheartening,
but perhaps even more startling only 12% of the Youth Pastors
claimed  a  biblical  worldview.  One  third  of  the  pastors
surveyed did not even read their Bible at least once a week.
So, the vast majority of our
children who are attending church regularly have no chance of
receiving a clearly articulated biblical worldview from the
spiritual  leaders  their  parents  are  relying  on  for  sound
spiritual teaching.



Well, you may be thinking, these results are for all pastors,
but I attend an evangelical church so I can be confident in
the teaching my children will receive. It is true that while
only one out of three Mainline Protestant pastors profess a
biblical worldview, we can expect Evangelical pastors to be
significantly better. But even Evangelical pastors still only
have about one out of two (50%) with a biblical worldview.
This result implies that half of the Evangelical churches in
America are not teaching a biblical worldview.

Southern Baptists and non-denominational Evangelicals do score
significantly higher. Among Southern Baptists, over three out
of four pastors professed a consistent biblical worldview.
This  significantly  higher  number  may  result  from  Southern
Baptist churches requiring candidates for pastoral positions
to  affirm  their  belief  in  the  Baptist  Faith  and  Message
document.  Similarly,  almost  two  out  of  three  non-
denominational  pastors  supported  such  a  worldview.

In Barna’s analysis, an Integrated Disciple was defined as
someone who “professed a biblical worldview and successfully
integrated  their  biblical  beliefs  into  their  daily
behavior.”{9} One would think the pastors of mid-sized and
large churches would be the most educated and very likely to
be Integrated Disciples. However, what the survey revealed was
that only 15% of pastors at churches with over 250 in average
attendance were identified as Integrated Disciples. It is hard
to find a disciple who is not following a spiritual leader,
but in these churches such a leader will be hard to find.

Some people would like to believe that it doesn’t matter which
church you go to as long as you are going to church. Probe’s
and Barna’s results show this hopeful view to be unfounded.
Among Roman Catholics, less that 6% of the priests profess a
biblical  worldview.  This  lack  of  biblical  leadership  is
clearly  evident  among  those  people  who  regularly  attend
Catholic mass where less that one out of one hundred profess a
clear biblical worldview.



Today  it  is  of  utmost  importance  that  Christian  parents
examine the teaching coming from the pastors and other leaders
at their church. If the teaching does not reflect a biblical
worldview, you should run, not walk, to the nearest exit and
search for another church.

How  to  Combat  the  Decline  in  Biblical
Worldview Believers
In this article, we have been highlighting the decline in the
portion  of  our  population  who  profess  a  biblical  review,
drawing  on  the  research  results  presented  in  the  book,
American Worldview Inventory 2022-23. Although it helps to
know  the  facts  about  the  beliefs  of  most  Americans,  just
reviewing and lamenting the data does not really accomplish
anything. We want to consider and act on the steps we can take
as  individuals  and  churches  to  plant  and  tend  to  a  new
generation of Integrated Disciples in our country.

Barna calls on us to intentionally teach the key doctrines of
an  evangelical,  biblical  worldview  in  our  seminaries,  our
churches,  and  our  homes.  As  recent  history  has  clearly
demonstrated,  just  assuming  that  younger  generations  will
catch our biblical worldview is doomed to failure. We need to
systematically,  intentionally,  and  repeatedly  extol  and
explain the key truths that make us those who “proclaim the
excellencies of Him who called us out of darkness into his
marvelous light.”{10} Barna suggests the following key truths
to focus on:

1.  An  orthodox,  biblical  understanding  of  God  which
understands  that  God  is  the  all-powerful,  all-knowing,
perfect, and just creator of the universe who rule that
universe today.  Among parents of children under 13, just
40% hold that view.

2. All human beings are sinful by nature; every choice we
make has moral contours and consequences. A vast majority of



Americans, about three out of four, do not believe that
humans are born with a sin nature and are certain to sin
“and  can  only  be  saved  from  its  consequences  by  Jesus
Christ.”

3. Jesus Christ’s sacrificial death is the only way to be
reconciled with our holy God. We receive this free gift
through our repentance and our confession that Jesus Christ
is our Lord. Only three out of ten adults believe this is
the only way to heaven, while only 2 of 100 believe they
will go to hell after they die.

4. The entire Bible is true, reliable and relevant. When we
understand how we received the Bible and how it applies to
every aspect of our life and earth and in heaven, it changes
how we perceive and interact with the world.

5. Absolute moral truth exists—and those truths are defined
by God. Absolute truth can only be known by the source of
truth, our Creator. Unfortunately, the majority of adults
believe  that  determining  moral  truth  is  up  to  each
individual.

6. The ultimate purpose of human life is to know, love, and
serve God. If we know the true God, we will “love Him
because He first loved us”{11} and we will want to serve Him
through “the good works He has prepared for us.”{12} Most
young Americans say they lack meaning and purpose. They will
never be able to find truly meaningful purpose apart from
Christ.

7.  Success  on  earth  is  best  understood  as  consistent
obedience to God. If we understand that we are eternal
beings  who  in  Christ  are  the  recipients  of  an  eternal
inheritance, we can see that our true success cannot be
found in the temporal pleasures of this world. Only 20% of
adults embrace this definition of success.

In my experience, I have watch numerous young people grow up



in a church and then leave to either thrive in a dynamic
Christ-honoring life or fall away into a syncretic worldview,
serving their own interests. The world
system is constantly feeding them with lies and attacking the
truths they have been taught. So, how can we do a better job
of  helping  build  strong  Christians  with  a  solid  biblical
worldview?

First, we must teach them the seven truths listed above. Not
once, but many times and in many situations. Their parents
must talk about these truths and their churches must teach
these truths.

Second,  we  must  ask  them  regularly  to  explain  what  they
believe. Just because they have sat under teaching does not
mean they have learned any lessons. To believe we should test
high school students to determine what they have learned and
then  ignore  testing  students  of  the  Bible  is  at  best
foolhardy.

Third, we must tell these students as they enter into more of
the secular world that we are still there for them. Tell them,
“If someone or something causes you to question what you have
learned, don’t just throw out what you have learned and follow
something else. Come tell me about it and why it seems like it
may be true. I have been in similar halls to the ones you are
walking through now. I am convinced that the only source of
real truth is found
in  Jesus  Christ  and  the  Word  of  God.  Let’s  look  at  it
together.” Let us “bear one another’s burdens and thus fulfill
the law of Christ.”{13}

Notes
1.  Steve  Cable,  Understanding  a  Post-Christian  America  in
2020,  probe.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Post-Christian-
America.pdf
2. George Barna, American Worldview Inventory 2022-23: The
Annual Report of the State of Worldview in the United States,
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In His H.A.N.D.S.: How We Can
Know That Jesus is God
Don Closson explains the five lines of evidence that Jesus is
God from the book Putting Jesus in His Place.

Jesus Shares the Honor Given to God
 Defending the deity of Christ can be a source of
anxiety for some believers. Perhaps it is because
our defense often consists only of a couple of
proof  texts  which  are  quickly  challenged  by
Jehovah’s Witnesses and others. Even worse, some
Christians themselves are troubled by passages that seem to
teach  that  Jesus  is  something  less  than  God,  that  He  is
inferior to the Father in some significant way. They are fine
with Jesus being the suffering servant, the Messiah who died
for our sins, but less sure of His role in creation or as a
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member of the triune everlasting “I Am” of the Old Testament.

A  recent  book  by  Robert  Bowman  and  Ed
Komoszewski titled Putting Jesus in His Place
is  a  great  confidence  builder  for  those
wrestling  with  this  key  doctrine.  The  book
offers five lines of evidence with deep roots
in the biblical material. The book is organized
around the acronym H.A.N.D.S. It argues that
the New Testament teaches that Jesus deserves

the honors only due to God, He shares the attributes that only
God possesses, He is given names that can only be given to
God, He performs deeds that only God can perform, and finally,
He possesses a seat on the throne of God.

Let’s look at the first line of evidence for the deity of
Christ, that Jesus deserves the honor that should only be
given to God. To honor someone is to acknowledge “their place
in the scheme of things—to speak about them and to behave
toward  them  in  a  manner  appropriate  to  their  status  and
position.”{1} As creator of the universe God deserves the
highest level of honor and glory, since nothing can claim a
higher degree of status or position. As a result, the Old
Testament teaches that only God deserves the honor and glory
that is part of human worship and He will not share this honor
with anything else. In Isaiah 42 God declares that “I am the
LORD; that is my name! I will not give my glory to another or
my praise to idols” (Isaiah 42:8).

So how does Jesus fit into this picture? In John 5 Jesus
declares that the Father has entrusted judgment to the Son so
that “all may honor the Son just as they honor the Father.” He
adds that “He who does not honor the Son does not honor the
Father” (John 5:22, 23). Referring to his pre-existence with
the Father before creation, Jesus says, “And now, Father,
glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with you
before the world began” (John 17:5). In these passages, Jesus
is claiming the right to receive the same honor and glory due



to the Father; in effect, He is claiming to be God in the same
way that the Father is God.

Jesus Shares the Attributes of God
If Jesus is honored in the New Testament in a manner reserved
only for God, it follows that one who is given the honor and
glory reserved for God is also worthy of worship. So it’s not
surprising that the book of Hebrews tells us that Jesus is to
be worshipped by the angels or that in Matthew’s Gospel the
apostles worshipped him when he came to them walking on water
(Hebrews 1:6; Matthew 14:33). Perhaps the most stirring image
of  Jesus  being  worshipped  is  in  Revelation  where  every
creature in heaven and on earth sing praises to the Father and
to the Lamb, giving them both honor and glory and reporting
that the four living creatures and the elders fell down and
worshipped Him (Revelation 5:13-14).

The  New  Testament  also  teaches  that  Jesus  shares  divine
attributes that only God possesses. When this claim is made,
Muslims, Jehovah’s Witnesses and others protest by pointing
out that Jesus exhibited the very human attributes of hunger,
fatigue, and pain. This valid observation does not conflict
with the traditional Christian teaching that Jesus possessed
two essential natures—one divine and one human. There is no
reason to assume that one set of attributes cancels out the
other. It should be added that although Jesus shares a divine
nature with the Father, He does not share the same properties
within the Godhead or trinity. The Father sent Jesus into the
world; Jesus died on the cross and assumed the role of our
permanent high priest.

Jesus clearly states in John 14 that to see him is to see the
Father; both are equally God (John 14:10). In Colossians, Paul
goes  to  great  lengths  to  argue  that  all  of  God’s  divine
attributes are present in Christ. He writes that Jesus is “the
image of the invisible God” and that “. . .God was pleased to
have all his fullness dwell in him (Colossians 1:15, 19). He



summarizes the same idea by adding that “in Christ all the
fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form” (Colossians 2:9).
The writer of Hebrews concurs in the opening paragraph of that
book, saying that “the Son is the radiance of God’s glory and
the exact representation of his being” (Hebrews 1:3).

Jesus  shares  the  Father’s  attribute  of  pre-existing  the
created  universe  and  His  own  physical  incarnation.  John’s
Gospel  tells  us  that  Jesus  was  with  the  Father  in  the
beginning when the universe was created, and Paul adds that
Jesus is before all things (John 1:1-3; Colossians 1:16-18).
In other words, Jesus has always existed and is unchanging. He
has  been  given  all  authority  on  heaven  and  earth  (Matt.
28:18). He deserves the honor, praise, glory, and worship of
all creation.

Jesus Shares the Names Given to God
Those who question the deity of Christ complain that the New
Testament just doesn’t teach it, that it doesn’t come right
out and say that Jesus is God. Is this really the case?

The New Testament uses two key words for God: theos, the
general Greek word for deity, and kurios, usually translated
as “lord.” Theos is the word most often used to designate God
the Father and is also used a number of times in direct
reference to Jesus, especially in the Gospel of John. John
begins his book with the familiar proclamation that Jesus, the
Word, was with God (theos) in the beginning, and that the Word
(Jesus) was God (theos). Later in the chapter, John adds that
“No one has ever seen God, but God (theos) the One and Only,
who at the Father’s side, has made him known” (John 1:18).
Jesus, the Word, is described by John as being with God in
verse one, and at the Father’s side in verse eighteen, and in
both cases is given the title theos or God.

The Gospel John also contains the confession by Thomas that
Jesus is his Lord (kurios), and God (theos). John makes sure



that we understand that Thomas was talking about Jesus by
writing “Thomas said to Him,” that is, to Jesus, “’My Lord and
my God.’”

Paul uses theos in reference to Jesus a number of times. In
Romans 9:5 he describes Jesus as “Christ, who is God (theos)
over all.” And in Titus he writes that we are waiting for our
“blessed hope—the glorious appearing of our great God (theos)
and Savior, Jesus Christ (2:13).” Peter portrays himself as a
servant of Christ who is writing to those through whom “the
righteousness of our God (theos) and Savior Jesus Christ have
received a faith as precious as ours (2 Peter1:1).”

All four gospels begin with John the Baptist’s ministry of
“preparing the way of the Lord” as fulfillment of Isaiah’s
prophecy in Isaiah 40:3. The prophet wrote, “In the desert
prepare the way for the LORD; make straight in the wilderness
a highway for our God.” The Hebrew word translated LORD in
this verse is the unspoken special word for God used by the
Jews consisting of four consonants called the tetragrammaton.
The New Testament Gospels are applying the word Lord to Jesus
in the same way that the Old Testament referred to Yahweh as
LORD.

Jesus Does the Deeds that Only God Can Do
It was universally recognized by the Jews of Jesus’ day that
“God  created  the  heavens  and  the  earth  (Genesis  1:1;  cf.
Isaiah 37:16).” So it might be surprising to some that the New
Testament also gives Jesus credit for creation. Paul teaches
in Colossians that Jesus created “all things.” To make sure
that  no  one  misunderstands  his  point,  he  adds  that  “all
things” includes “things in heaven and on earth, visible and
invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities;
all things were created by him and for him. He is before all
things,  and  in  him  all  things  hold  together”  (Colossians
1:16-17). Paul wanted to be clear: Jesus is the creator God of
the universe.
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While  Jesus’  role  in  creation  is  enough  to  establish  his
divine nature, He also exhibited supernatural divine power
during  His  ministry  on  earth.  Unlike  the  Old  Testament
prophets and New Testament apostles, Jesus did not have to
petition a higher power to heal or cast out demons. He had
inherent  divine  power  to  accomplish  his  will.  Other  than
giving thanks, Jesus did not pray before performing miracles.
In fact, the apostles reported that some demons obeyed them
only when they invoked Jesus’ name. There were a number of
occasions when Jesus realized that power had gone out from Him
even without His intention to heal (Luke 6:19; Mark 5:30; Luke
8:46).

Jesus not only healed and cast out demons, but also had direct
power over nature. When the disciples were frightened on a
boat,  He  “rebuked  the  winds  and  the  waves,  and  it  was
completely calm” (Matthew 8:26). When thousands were following
him without food, He fed them miraculously (Matthew 14:20-21).

The New Testament teaching that salvation is possible through
Jesus Christ alone would also have serious implications for
Jewish readers. The Old Testament teaches that God is the only
source of salvation. For instance, Psalm 62 teaches that “My
soul finds rest in God alone; my salvation comes from Him. He
alone is my rock and my salvation.” How then does one explain
the numerous references claiming Jesus to be the source of
salvation? Matthew points out that Mary will call her son
Jesus because he will save his people from their sins (Matthew
1:21). Jesus declares of himself that “God did not send his
Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the world
through Him (Jn. 3:17).” There are also instances where Jesus
directly forgives the sins of individuals, thus attracting
hostile attention from the Jews (Luke 7:47-49; Mark 2:5-7).

The Psalmist writes that it is the Lord God “who will redeem
Israel from all its iniquities” and that “Salvation belongs to
the Lord.” John summarizes nicely when he writes, “Salvation
belongs to our God who is seated on the throne, and to the



Lamb!”

Jesus Has a Seat on God’s Throne
Our last line of argument for the deity of Jesus Christ refers
to his claim to have a place on the very throne of God. From
this throne, Jesus rules over creation and will judge all of
humanity. He literally possesses all authority to rule.

Jesus made this claim clear during His questioning by the high
priest Caiaphas the night of his capture. Caiaphas asked him,
“Are you the Christ, the Son of the Blessed One?” (Mark 14:61)
If Jesus wasn’t God, this would have been a great opportunity
for Him to clear up any misconceptions. But instead of denying
His divinity, Jesus says “I am,” admitting to being God’s
unique Son, and goes on to say, “you will see the Son of Man
sitting at the right hand of the Mighty One and coming on the
clouds of heaven” (Mark 14:62). The high priest’s response was
dramatic; he tore his clothes and declared that those present
had heard blasphemy from the lips of Jesus. They understood
that Jesus was making a direct claim to being God, for only
God could sit on the throne of the mighty one.

In His response to the high priest, Jesus draws from a number
of Old Testament passages. The book of Daniel describes this
“Son of Man” as having an everlasting dominion that will never
be destroyed (Daniel 7:13-14). The passage adds that the Son
of Man has been given authority to rule over all people and
nations, and that men of every language will worship him. He
is also described as coming with the clouds of heaven, imagery
that  is  used  a  number  of  times  in  the  Old  Testament  to
indicate divine presence. Exodus describes a pillar of cloud
that designated God’s proximity to the Jews, while the book of
Psalms  and  the  prophet  Isaiah  both  picture  God  riding  on
clouds in the heavens (Psalm 104:3; Isaiah 19:1). The point
here is that Jesus is connecting Himself to this “Son of Man”
who will sit at the right hand of the Father, have everlasting
dominion and authority, and will be worshipped by all men.



This kind of language can only be used to describe God.

The New Testament makes it clear that there is nothing not
under the authority and power of Jesus. John writes that the
Father put all things under His power (John 13:3). Paul adds
that the Father seated Jesus at His right hand in the heavenly
realms,  far  above  all  rule  and  authority  and  power  and
dominion  and  above  every  name  that  is  named  (Ephesians
1:20-21). Jesus sits on the judgment seat, He sent the Holy
Spirit, He forgives sinners, and is our perfect eternal high
priest (2 Corinthians 5:10; Acts 2:33; 7:59-60; Hebrews 7-10).

The New Testament provides multiple lines of evidence to make
the case that Jesus is God. The only question remaining is
whether or not we will worship him as a full member of the
triune Godhead, the only eternal, self-existing, creator God
of the universe.

Note

1. Robert M. Bowman and J. Ed Komoszewski, Putting Jesus In
His Place (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2007), 31.
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Laredo Apologetics Conference

An  apologetics  conference  was  held  in
Laredo, TX on March 9, 2024.

The presentations used in the conference
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are  available  below  along  with  some
related articles.

Presentations:

The Apologetics of Peter by Steve Cable

The Answer is the Resurrection by Steve
Cable

God-Philosophy-Science by Kerby Anderson

Reliability  of  the  Bible  by  Kerby
Anderson 

Woke Theology by Kerby Anderson

Articles:

The Answer is the Resurrection (article)

The Apologetics of Peter (article)

Loneliness and the Lockdown
Kerby Anderson looks at the isolation and longing for human
contact that has become endemic even before the pandemic.

America was already facing a crisis of loneliness, and then
the coronavirus pandemic hit. People sheltering at home had
even less human contact. That made the crisis of loneliness
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even  worse.  The  best  thing  people  could  do  to  protect
themselves from the virus was to isolate themselves. But that
is not the best thing they could do for their physical or
mental health.

A  study  by  Julianne  Holt-Lunstad  found  that
loneliness can be as bad for your health as smoking
15 cigarettes a day. Another study by the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
found  that  social  isolation  in  older  adults
increased their risk of heart disease, stroke, dementia, high
cholesterol, diabetes, and poor health in general.{1}

More than a quarter century ago (1994), I wrote a book (Signs
of Warning, Signs of Hope) making a number of predictions for
the future. Chapter eight set forth the case for a coming
crisis of loneliness.{2} Years earlier Philip Slater wrote
about  The  Pursuit  of  Loneliness.  The  US  Census  Bureau
documented the increasing number of adults living alone. Dan
Kiley talked about living together loneliness in one of his
books. Roberta Hestenes coined the term “crowded loneliness.”
The trend was there for anyone to see if they began reading
some of the sociological literature.

In the last few years, many authors have written about the
crisis of loneliness. Robert Putnam wrote about it in his
famous book, Bowling Alone.{3} He argues that people need to
be connected in order for our society to function effectively.
Putnam concludes, “Social capital makes us smarter, healthier,
safer, richer, and better able to govern a just and stable
democracy.” Senator Ben Sasse, in his book, Them: Why We Hate
Each  Other—and  How  to  Heal,  laments  that  our  traditional
tribes and social connectedness are in collapse.{4}

Living Alone
The reasons are simple: demographics and social isolation.
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More people are living alone than in previous generations, and
those living with another person will still feel the nagging
pangs of loneliness.

In previous centuries where extended families dominated the
social landscape, a sizable proportion of adults living alone
was unthinkable. And even in this century, adults living alone
have usually been found near the beginning (singles) and end
(widows) of adult life. But these periods of living alone are
now longer due to lifestyle choices on the front end and
advances in modern medicine on the back end.

People have been postponing marriage and thus extending the
number of years of being single. Moreover, their parents are
(and  presumably  they  will  be)  living  longer,  thereby
increasing the number of years one adult will be living alone.
Yet  the  increase  in  the  number  of  adults  living  alone
originates from more than just changes at the beginning and
end of adult life. Increasing numbers are living most of their
adult lives alone.

In the 1950s, about one in every ten households had only one
person in them. These were primarily widows. But today, due to
the  three  D’s  of  social  statistics  (death,  divorce,  and
deferred marriage), more than a third of all households is a
single person household.

In  the  past,  gender  differences  have  been  significant  in
determining the number of adults living alone. For example,
young single households are more likely to be men, since women
marry younger. On the other hand, old single households are
more likely to be women, because women live longer than men.
While these trends still hold true, the gender distinctions
are blurring as both sexes are likely to reject traditional
attitudes toward marriage.



Marriage Patterns
The post-war baby boom created a generation that did not made
the trip to the altar in the same percentage as their parents.
In 1946, the parents of the baby boom set an all-time record
of 2,291,000 marriages. This record was not broken during the
late 1960s and early 1970s, when millions of boomers entered
the marriage-prone years. Finally, in 1979, the record that
had lasted 33 years was finally broken when the children of
the baby boom made 2,317,000 marriages.

The post-war generations are not only marrying less; they are
also marrying later. The median age for first marriage for
women in 1960 was 20 and for men it was 22. Today the median
age for women is 27 and for men it is 29.

Another  reason  for  a  crisis  in  loneliness  is  marital
stability. Not only are these generations marrying less and
marrying  later;  they  also  stay  married  less  than  their
parents. When the divorce rate shot up in the sixties and
seventies,  the  increase  did  not  come  from  empty  nesters
finally filing for divorce after sending their children into
the  world.  Instead,  it  came  from  young  couples  divorcing
before they even had children. That trend has continued into

the 21st century.

The  crisis  of  loneliness  will  affect  more  than  just  the
increasing number of people living alone. While the increase
in adults living alone is staggering and unprecedented, these
numbers  are  fractional  compared  with  the  number  in
relationships  that  leave  them  feeling  very  much  alone.

Commitment is a foreign concept to many of the millions of
cohabiting couples. These fluid and highly mobile situations
form more often out of convenience and demonstrate little of
the commitment necessary to make a relationship work. These
relationships  are  transitory  and  form  and  dissolve  with
alarming frequency. Anyone looking for intimacy and commitment



will not find them in these relationships.

Commitment is also a problem in marriages. Spawned in the
streams of sexual freedom and multiple lifestyle options, the
current generations appear less committed to making marriage
work than previous generations. Marriages, which are supposed
to be the source of stability and
intimacy, often produce uncertainty and isolation.

Living-Together Loneliness
Psychologist  Dan  Kiley  coined  the  term  “living-together
loneliness,”  or  LTL,  to  describe  this  phenomenon.  He  has
estimated  that  10  to  20  million  people  (primarily  women)
suffer from “living together loneliness.”{5}

LTL is an affliction of the individual, not the relationship,
though that may be troubled too. Instead, Dan Kiley believes
LTL has more to do with two issues: the changing roles of men
and women and the crisis of expectations. In the last few
decades, especially following the rise of the modern feminist
movement, expectations that men have of women and that women
have  of  men  have  been  significantly  altered.  When  these
expectations  do  not  match  reality,  disappointment  (and
eventually loneliness) sets in. Dan Kiley first noted this
phenomenon among his female patients. He began to realize that
loneliness comes in two varieties. The first is the loneliness
felt by single, shy people who have no friends. The second is
more elusive because it involves the person in a relationship
who nevertheless feels isolated and very much alone.

To determine if a woman is a victim of LTL, Kiley employed a
variation  of  an  “uncoupled  loneliness”  scale  devised  by
researchers at the University of California at Los Angeles.
For  example,  an  LTL  woman  would  agree  with  the  following
propositions: (1) I can’t turn to him when I feel bad, (2) I
feel left out of his life, (3) I feel isolated from him, even



when he’s in the same room, (4) I am unhappy being shut off
from him, (5) No one really knows me well.

Women may soon find that loneliness has become a part of their
lives whether they are living alone or “in a relationship,”
because loneliness is more a state of mind than it is a social
situation.  People  who  find  themselves  trapped  in  a
relationship may be lonelier than a person living alone. The
fundamental issue is whether they reach out and develop strong
relationship bonds.

Crowded Loneliness
Loneliness,  it  turns  out,  is  not  just  a  problem  of  the
individual.  Loneliness  is  endemic  to  our  modern,  urban
society. In rural communities, although the farmhouses are far
apart, community is usually very strong. Yet in our urban and
suburban communities today, people are physically very
close to each other but emotionally very distant from each
other.  Close  proximity  does  not  translate  into  close
community.

Dr. Roberta Hestenes at Eastern College has referred to this
as “crowded loneliness.” She observed that “we are seeing the
breakdown of natural community network groups in neighborhoods
like relatives.” We don’t know how to reach out and touch
people,  and  this  produces  the  phenomenon  of  crowded
loneliness.

Another reason for social isolation is the American desire for
privacy. Though many desire to have greater community and even
long for a greater intimacy with others, they will choose
privacy even if it means a nagging loneliness. Ralph Keyes, in
his  book  We  the  Lonely  People,  says  that  above  all  else
Americans  value  mobility,  privacy,  and  convenience.  These
three  values  make  developing  a  sense  of  community  almost
impossible. In his book A Nation of Strangers, Vance Packard



argued that the mobility of American society contributed to
social isolation and loneliness. He described five forms of
uprooting that were creating greater distances between people.

First is the uprooting of people who move again and again. An
old Carole King song asked the question, “Doesn’t anybody stay
in one place anymore?” At the time when Packard wrote the
book, he estimated that the average American would move about
14 times in his lifetime. By contrast, he
estimated that the average Japanese would move five times.

The  second  is  the  uprooting  that  occurs  when  communities
undergo upheaval. The accelerated population growth along with
urban renewal and flight to the suburbs have been disruptive
to previously stable communities.

Third, there is the uprooting from housing changes within
communities. The proliferation of multiple-dwelling units in
urban areas crowd people together who frequently live side by
side in anonymity.

Fourth is the increasing isolation due to work schedules. When
continuous-operation  plants  and  offices  dominate  an  area’s
economy, neighbors remain strangers.

Fifth, there is the accelerating fragmentation of the family.
The steady rise in the number of broken families and the
segmentation  of  the  older  population  from  the  younger
heightens social isolation. In a very real sense, a crisis in
relationships precipitates a crisis in loneliness.

Taken together, these various aspects of loneliness paint a

chilling picture of loneliness in the 21st century. But they
also  present  a  strategic  opportunity  for  the  church.
Loneliness will be on the increase in this century due to
technology  and  social  isolation.  Christians  have  an
opportunity to minister to people cut off from normal, healthy
relationships.



The Bible addresses this crisis of loneliness. David called
out to the Lord because he was “lonely and afflicted” (Psalm
25:16). Jeremiah lamented that he “sat alone because your hand
was on me and you had filled me with indignation” (Jeremiah
15:17). And Jesus experienced loneliness on the cross, when He
cried out, “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” (Mark
15:34).

The local church should provide opportunities for outreach and
fellowship in their communities. Individual Christians must
reach out to lonely people and become their friends. We must
help a lost, lonely world realize that their best friend of
all is Jesus Christ.

Notes
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Hypothesis’  for  Regular
People
Dr. Ray Bohlin provides an overview of Stephen Meyer’s book
Return of the God Hypothesis, looking at how recent scientific
discoveries provide evidence for an intelligent creator.

Was  There  a  God  Hypothesis  Prior  to
Scientific Materialism of Today?

In  this  article  I  give  an  overview  of
Stephen  Meyer’s  Return  of  The  God
Hypothesis:  Three  Scientific  Discoveries
that Reveal the Mind Behind the Universe
{1}. The three discoveries are first, the
discovery in the 20th century of the Big
Bang Model for the origin of the universe,
second, the continuing discovery of the
extreme fine-tuning of a universe that is
friendly toward life, and third, the grand
amount of genetic and cellular information
needed for the origin of the first life

and the Cambrian Explosion, where nearly all animal phyla
suddenly appear with no ancestors.

But  we  need  to  cover  a  little  history  first.
Meyer’s title is “Return of the God Hypothesis.”
This implies that there was previously an accepted
“God Hypothesis” in science. Then it was lost, and
the  time  and  evidence  are  right  for  that  God
Hypothesis to return. Early, Meyer quotes Richard Dawkins,
“The  universe  we  observe  has  precisely  the  properties  we
should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose,
no evil, no good, nothing but blind pitiless indifference.”{2}
So  according  to  Dawkins,  science  has  shown  God  to  be
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superfluous.

This has been the position of most scientists since the late

19th century, when two authors detailed a long-standing warfare
between science and religion. Most of the scientific community
followed along to the present day.

But Meyer goes on to document that most if not all historians
of science today agree that the Christian worldview greatly
influenced,  some  say  was  even  necessary  for,  the  rise  of
modern  science.  Three  key  Christian  concepts  were,  first,
God’s ability to choose what kind of universe He wanted to
create.  That  meant  that  we  can’t  just  reason  what  nature
should be like, we had to discover it. Second, nature is
intelligible. Humans, being created in the image of God, could
discover how nature operates (Romans 1:18-20). And last, human
fallibility.  Humans  are  sinful;  therefore,  one  man’s
conclusions about the operation of nature must be subject to
review  of  other  scientists  to  ensure  they  are  accurate.
Christianity  is  the  only  worldview  capable  of  developing
modern science.{3}

So,  what  happened?  Well,  the  Enlightenment  happened  where
philosophers began to think only human reason is necessary or
even proper to use in discovering the nature of humanity and
nature around us. In the next section, I begin to investigate
the three scientific discoveries that warrant a return of the
God hypothesis.

Scientific Discovery #1: The Big Bang
The  subtitle  of  Stephen  Meyer’s  book,  Return  of  the  God
Hypothesis is “Three Scientific Discoveries That Reveal the
Mind Behind the Universe.” Now we will look at the first of
these discoveries, the Big Bang.

First,  I  know  that  some  of  our  readers  don’t  accept  the



concept of the Big Bang since they are convinced that our
universe is much younger than 13.7 billion years. I understand
your position, [please read my article “Christian Views of
Science  and  Earth  History  at  probe.org/christian-views-of-
science-and-earth-history/] but let’s look at this then as an
argument you can use with an atheist to show that his own
dating of the universe and the Big Bang requires a Mind.

In the early 20th century, scientists like Edwin Hubble began
to observe that the universe was not static as previously
accepted, but was actually expanding. It took several lines of
evidence, more powerful instruments, and many astronomers and
mathematicians to come to this conclusion. The novel result
was  thinking  about  running  the  clock  backwards.  If  the
universe is expanding now, if you go back in time the universe
gets smaller and smaller. Eventually you get to a point where
they say the universe was contained in a “particle” that was
infinitely dense and occupied no space.

We know now the universe had a beginning. Astronomers and
cosmologists had assumed the universe was static and existed
for  eternity.  This  conclusion  was  disturbing  to  some
astronomers.  Some  rejected  the  Big  Bang  for  philosophical
reasons  not  scientific.  Mathematician  Sir  Arthur  Eddington
said,

“Philosophically, the notion of a beginning is repugnant to
me. . .. I should like to find a genuine loophole.”{4} “We
[must] allow evolution an infinite time to get started.”{5}

Edmund Whitaker wrote what many were thinking: “It is simpler
to  postulate  creation  ex  nihilo—divine  will  constituting
nature out of nothingness.”{6}

And finally, Robert Jastrow wrote, “For the scientist who has
lived by his faith in the power of reason, the story ends like
a bad dream.  He has scaled the mountains of ignorance; he is
about to conquer the highest peak; as he pulls himself over
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the final rock, he is greeted by a band of theologians who
have been sitting there for centuries.”{7} So, God creating
matter and energy out of nothing explains the Big Bang, where
any naturalistic idea simply cannot explain the evidence.

Scientific Discovery #2: The Fine-tuning
of the Universe for Life
Let us now turn our attention to the second of the discoveries
in Stephen Meyer’s book, the fine-tuning of the universe for
life.

This has also been referred to as the “Goldilocks Universe,”
meaning a lot of things turned out to be just right for the
universe to be friendly to life. For instance, you may be
aware that there are four
fundamental forces in the universe: gravity, electromagnetism,
and the strong and weak nuclear forces. Each of these forces
is expressed as an equation that contains a unique constant,
and each one could have had a range of values at the Big Bang.

Meyer reveals that the gravitational constant alone is fine-

tuned  to  1/1035—that’s  one  chance  in  100  billion  trillion
trillion. The other three constants are also fine-tuned, but
even further, the constants are also fine-tuned in relation to
each other. This adds another number of at least 1 part in

1050.

Meyer had the opportunity to hear Sir John Polkinghorne at
Cambridge  during  his  doctoral  work  in  the  history  and
philosophy of science. Polkinghorne used an illustration of a
universe generating machine with numerous dials and adjustable
sliders, each representing one of the many cosmological fine-
tuning  parameters.   Any  slight  change  in  the  dials  and
adjusters of these parameters would render a universe hostile
to  life  in  any  form.  Polkinghorne  would  later  say  in  an



interview that a theistic designer provided a much better
explanation than any materialistic hypothesis.{8}

Later, Meyer shows that including entities such as entropy and
black holes, the odds of generating a life friendly universe
are in this context 1 part in 10 to the power of 1 followed by
122  zeroes.{9}  It  would  take  several  lines  to  write  this
number. This is an insanely impossible number to be arrived at
by chance.

Nobel-Prize-winning  physicist  Charles  Townes  said,
“Intelligent design as one sees it from a scientific point of
view, seems to be quite real. This is a very special universe:
it’s remarkable that it came out just this way.”{10} This
intelligence  is  perfectly  consistent  with  the  God  of  the
Bible.

Scientific  Discovery  #3:  Genetic
Information for the First Cell
In this section I’m discussing the third scientific discovery;
the need for complex specified genetic information for the
first cell and new groups of organisms throughout time.

In Darwin’s time, the first microscopes were being used and
cells could be seen. Of course, scientists understood little
of what they were seeing. Most of the cell appeared to be
filled  with  something  called  protoplasm,  a  jelly-like
substance that was thought to be easily derived from combining
just a few substances. I’ve often said that if Darwin knew of
the amazing complexity and the need for information storage,
processing and regulation, evolution would have never been
offered as a chance process.

Now we understand that the need for information to compose the
first living, growing, and reproducing cell, is enormous. The
first cell needed DNA to store information, specific proteins



and  RNA  to  produce  additional  proteins  for  the  cell  to
function, and a controlled means to copy DNA accurately.

For  instance,  life  uses  20  different  amino  acids  to  link
together to form proteins, the workhorses of the cell. The
number of combinations of two amino acids is 400. A four amino
acid  stretch  has  160,000  different  combinations.  A  small

protein  of  “just”  150  amino  acids  has  10 1 9 5  possible
combinations. But how many of these could be a protein with

some function? Just one in every 1077 sequences.

But also, new groups of organisms appear suddenly throughout
the fossil record. Nearly all large groups of animals, or
phyla, appear in the Cambrian explosion. Animal and plant
phyla  rapidly  diversified  in  at  least  13  more  explosions
within phyla and classes into new classes, orders and families
with no precursors, from flowering plants and winged insects
to  mammals  and  birds.  All  these  explosions  would  require
massive amounts of new genetic and developmental information.

The evidence supports the need for an intelligent designing
mind  to  create  all  the  needed  information.  Minds  create
information all the time. Natural processes simply can’t do
it.

Do These Three Evidences Point to Theism?
The  three  discoveries  discussed  in  Stephen  Meyer’s  book,
Return of the God Hypothesis: Three Scientific Discoveries
that Reveal the Mind Behind the Universe are the Big Bang, the
extreme fine-tuning of the laws of physics to provide a life-
friendly universe, and the necessary complex and specified
information for the origin of life and the progression of
complex life-forms through the fossil record.

But where does that leave us? Do these discoveries warrant a
return of the God Hypothesis? Meyer examines four different



worldviews to ask, would the universe we have, be expected by
any of these worldviews? He uses a scientific approach called
“the inference to the best explanation.”

So, given a universe that is not only friendly toward life but
contains living organisms, which worldview would best explain
this  universe?  He  begins  with  scientific  materialism.
Materialism  has  no  explanation  for  the  beginning  of  the
universe. There was no matter or energy before the beginning,
so matter and energy cannot account for the beginning of the
universe.  Moreover,  for  the  origin  of  complex  specified
information needed for life, naturalism has no answer. In
fact, only theism posits an entity, God, that has the causal
power to produce genetic information.

Let’s move to pantheism. Pantheism does not propose a personal
God but an impersonal god. This “god” is one and the same with
nature. Then pantheism suffers the same fate as naturalism in
that the beginning can’t be explained by what doesn’t exist
yet, matter and energy.

But what about theism and deism? To explain the notion of a
beginning, an entity outside the universe is required. Both
theism and deism propose a transcendent, intelligent agent,
God. Both can explain the beginning and the fine-tuning. But
what  about  the  appearance  of  complex  specified  genetic
information on the earth? Deism and many forms of theistic
evolution  require  a  front-loaded  beginning:  all  the
information for life was present at the beginning and natural
laws took over from there—God did not intervene. But how was
this information retained over billions of years until life
arose on earth? And natural laws simply can’t produce complex
specified  information.  Deism  and  theistic  evolution  won’t
work. Only theism remains.

On pg. 298, Meyer states, “As one surveys several classes of
evidence  from  the  natural  sciences—cosmology,  astronomy,
physics, biochemistry, molecular biology, and paleontology—the



God Hypothesis emerges as an explanation with unique scope and
power.  Theism  explains  an  ensemble  of  metaphysically
significant events in the history of the universe and life
more simply, more adequately, and more comprehensively than
major competing metaphysical systems.”
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The  Eclipse  Declares  the
Glory of God, v. 2024
Sue Bohlin is very excited to be the path of the upcoming
total solar eclipse, where God shows off once again.

“The heavens declare the glory of God,” Psalm 19 tells us. On
April 8, 2024, millions of Americans will have an incredible
opportunity to see His heavenly glory in a way most of us
never have: through a total solar eclipse. On a path running
from Texas to South Maine, observers on the ground will see
the moon slip in front of the sun, blocking out all its light
and  dropping  the  temperature  drastically  (about  10  to  15
degrees Fahrenheit) and suddenly.

I am thrilled beyond words that by the grace of God, our home
in Dallas, Texas is in the path of totality. All I have to do
is go out in our back yard to experience this once-in-a-
lifetime event! :::doing the happy dance:::

The glory of God isn’t just seen, it’s felt as well. Eclipse-
chasers, and even those who have only experienced one total
eclipse, report that at the moment of totality (when the moon
completely covers the sun, plunging the land into an eerie
darkness),  people  break  out  with  yells  and  shouts  and
applause. Many report the hair on the back of their necks
standing up. And both locals and visiting astronomers are
equally in awe—and often in tears. Like one’s first in-person
look  at  the  Grand  Canyon,  it  is  deeply  emotional  to  be
thrilled by something much, much bigger than oneself.

Illustra Media’s wonderful DVD The Privileged Planet, based on
the  book  by  the  same  name  by  Guillermo  Gonzalez  and  Jay
Richards {1}, exposed me to the magnificence of a total solar
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eclipse. I will never forget the goosebumps at learning that
the sun is 400 times farther away than our moon, but it’s also
400  times  larger.  This  means  that  both  of  these  heavenly
bodies  appear  to  be  the  same  size  to  us  on  Earth.  This
phenomenal “coincidence” also makes a total eclipse possible.

During  an  eclipse,  the  heavens
declare  the  glory  of  God  by
allowing us to see things about
the sun we wouldn’t be able to
observe any other way, beautiful
and gloriously resplendent. Just
before  totality  we  can  see
“Baily’s Beads.” Only seen during
an eclipse, bright “beads” appear
at the edge of the moon where the
sun  is  shining  through  lunar
valleys, a feature of the moon’s
rugged  landscape.  This  is  followed  by  the  “diamond  ring”
effect, where the brightness of the sun radiates as a thin
band  around  the  circumference  of  the  moon,  and  the  last
moments of the sun’s visibility explode like a diamond made of
pure light. After the minutes of totality, the diamond ring
effect appears again on the opposite side of the moon as the
first rays of the sun flare brilliantly. These sky-jewelry
phenomena are so outside of mankind’s control that witnessing
them stirs our spirits (even on YouTube!) with the truth of
Romans 1:20—”God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and
divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from
what has been made, so that people are without excuse.”



A total solar eclipse offers so much
more, though, than Baily’s Beads and the
Diamond Ring. At the moment of totality,
the  pinkish  arc  of  the  sun’s
chromosphere  (the  part  of  the  sun’s
atmosphere  just  above  the  surface)
suddenly “turns on” as if an unseen hand
flips a switch. I knew God is very fond
of  pink  because  of  how  He  paints

glorious sunrises and sunsets in Earth’s skies, but those
fortunate  enough  to  see  a  total  eclipse  can  see  how  He
radiates pinkness from the sun itself! The heavens declare the
glory of God!

But wait! That’s not all! Along with the flare of the sun’s
pink  chromosphere,  a  rainbow-like  band  called  the  “flash
spectrum” appears when the sun is viewed through a prism! (You
can google this to see pictures. The best ones are copyrighted
so I can’t show them to you here.) The heavens declare the
colorful glory of God!

For the few minutes of
totality, the naked eye
can see the sun’s lovely
corona (Latin for crown)
streaming  out  from  the
sun.  We  can’t  see  the
corona except during an
eclipse  because  looking
straight at the sun for
even  a  few  seconds
causes  eye  damage,  and
because  the  sun’s  ball
of fire overwhelms the (visually) fragile corona. This is
another way that an eclipse allows us to see how the heavens
declare the glory of God.

Astronomer Guillermo Gonzalez noticed details about eclipses



that got him excited:

During a total solar eclipse, the moon is just large
enough to block the large photosphere (the big ball of
fiery  gas),  but  not  so  large  that  it  obscures  the
colorful chromosphere.
The moon and the sun are two of the roundest measured
bodies in the solar system. (Some moons are potato-
shaped!) So when the round disk of the moon passes in
front of the equally round disk of the sun, the shapes
match perfectly.
He studied all 65 of the moons in our solar system and
discovered that ours are the best planet and best moon
for studying the sun during an eclipse. Because the moon
fits so perfectly over the sun, its blinding light is
shielded, providing astronomers with a view of the sun’s
atmosphere.  We  can  discern  finer  details  in  its
chromosphere and corona than from any other planet.
Being able to study the flash spectrum during a total
eclipse  enables  astro-scientists  to  determine  the
chemical makeup of other, distant stars without leaving
Earth.

These facts of the heavens declare the glory of God!

Michael Bakich wrote of the 2017 eclipse in Astronomy Magazine
blog,

This eclipse will be the most-viewed ever. I base this
proclamation on four factors: 1) the attention it will get
from the media; 2) the superb coverage of the highway system
in our country; 3) the typical weather on that date; and 4)
the vast number of people who will have access to it from
nearby large cities.{2}

I think this is true of the 2024 eclipse as well. Whether you
are fortunate enough to be in the path of the total eclipse
like me, or will only get to see 75% of the sun’s surface



covered by the moon (with eclipse glasses, of course!), this
extremely important sky event will be proclaiming to everyone
that the heavens declare the glory of God. May it make a
lasting impression on us all that teaches us more about God’s
glory!

1. Guillermo Gonzalez and Jay W. Richards, The Privileged
Planet (Washington, D.C.: Regnery Publishing, 2004)
2.
http://cs.astronomy.com/asy/b/astronomy/archive/2014/08/05/25-
facts-you-should-know-about-the-august-21-2017-total-solar-
eclipse.aspx
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Gospel  Truth  or  Fictitious
Gossip?
Dr. Michael Gleghorn provides good reasons to believe that the
stories about Jesus were reliably preserved by his followers
before being recorded in the Gospels.

Forgetting What Lies Behind?
It was late at night and the university library was about to
close. I was feverishly working to complete a project for one
of my classes. A bell sounded, indicating it was time to shut
down and leave the building. As I and a few other students
began shutting down our computers to go home for the night, a
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security  guard  suddenly  began  yelling  at  us  to  leave  the
building  immediately!  Apparently  we  weren’t  moving  quickly
enough, and the guard, probably tired from a long day at work,
was quite irritated. We told her we would leave as soon as we
could, but it would take us a few minutes to pack up. Annoyed,
she wrote down our names and threatened to report us to the
administration. We, in turn, returned the favor, taking down
her name and saying that we would report how rudely we were
treated.

When I got back to my apartment, I immediately
wrote down what had happened. I wanted to be sure
that if I was contacted by the administration, I
would  have  an  accurate  report  of  the  evening’s
events. Knowing how fallible human memory can be, I wanted to
write everything down while it was still fresh in my mind.
Most people would say this was a wise thing to do.

But it raises an interesting question about the New Testament
Gospels. Although liberal and conservative scholars differ a
bit over when these documents were written, most would agree
that the earliest Gospel (probably Mark) was written anywhere
from twenty to forty years after Jesus’ death. And the latest,
the Gospel of John, probably dates to around sixty years after
Jesus’ death.

But why did they wait so long to write their accounts? Some
scholars say this was plenty of time for Jesus’ followers to
distort and embellish their Master’s original words and deeds.
Consequently, they insist, by the time the ministry of Jesus
was recorded in the Gospels, it had already reached a form
that was partly fictional. In short, the oral tradition which
lies behind the Gospels is alleged to have been corrupted
before the Gospel writers ever “put pen to papyrus.”{1} In the
words of the Jesus Seminar:

The  Jesus  of  the  gospels  is  an  imaginative  theological
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construct,  into  which  has  been  woven  traces  of  that
enigmatic sage from Nazareth—traces that cry out for . . .
liberation from . . . those whose faith overpowered their
memories. The search for the authentic Jesus is a search for
the forgotten Jesus.{2}

Is  this  true?  Did  the  faith  of  Jesus’  earliest  followers
really overpower their memories of what Jesus said and did? Is
our faith in the Gospels well-placed—or misplaced? In the
remainder  of  this  article  we’ll  see  that  there  are  good
reasons to believe that the Gospel writers told us the “Gospel
truth” about Jesus!

Why the Wait?
Do the New Testament Gospels accurately preserve for us the
things which Jesus said and did? Many liberal scholars don’t
think so. They maintain that the oral tradition upon which the
Gospels  are  based  became  quickly  corrupted  by  the  early
church. If they’re right, then some of what we read about
Jesus in the Gospels never really happened. As some of the
fellows of the Jesus Seminar put it:

Scholars of the gospels are faced with a . . . problem: Much
of the lore recorded in the gospels and elsewhere in the
Bible  is  folklore,  which  means  that  it  is  wrapped  in
memories that have been edited, deleted, augmented, and
combined many times over many years.{3}

This raises some important questions for us to consider. How
carefully was the oral tradition about the words and deeds of
Jesus  transmitted  in  the  early  church?  Does  the  evidence
indicate whether or not it was corrupted before the Gospels
were written? And why on earth did the Gospel writers wait so
long to write their accounts?

Let’s  begin  with  that  last  question.  Why  did  the  Gospel
writers wait so long to record the ministry of Jesus? Let me



offer two responses to this question. First, compared with
other  ancient  biographies  that  are  generally  considered
reliable, the Gospels were written relatively soon after the
events they narrate. The Gospels were written anywhere from
twenty to sixty years after the death of Jesus. Although this
may initially seem like a long time, it’s still well within
the  lifetime  of  eyewitnesses  who  could  either  confirm  or
contradict  these  accounts  of  Jesus’  public  ministry.  By
contrast, “The two earliest biographies of Alexander the Great
were  written  .  .  .  more  than  four  hundred  years  after
Alexander’s death . . . yet historians consider them to be
generally trustworthy.”{4} Comparatively speaking, then, the
Gospel writers really didn’t wait long at all to write their
accounts.

Secondly, however, we may not even be looking at this issue
correctly. As the authors of the recent book, Reinventing
Jesus, point out:

It might be better to ask, Why were the Gospels written at
all?  If  we  think  in  categories  of  delay,  then  this
presupposes that the writing of the Gospels was in the minds
of these authors from the beginning. However, this is almost
certainly not the case. What was paramount in the apostles’
earliest motives was oral proclamation of the gospel.{5}

In the early years of the church the story of Jesus was being
told and retold by eyewitnesses of these events. But still,
some might ask, might these “events” have become gradually
embellished  with  the  story’s  retelling,  so  that  what’s
recorded in the Gospels is no longer trustworthy?

To Tell the Old, Old Story
How accurately was the oral tradition about Jesus’ life and
ministry preserved before being written down? Was it corrupted
by  his  earliest  followers  prior  to  being  recorded  in  the



Gospels? Many liberal scholars think so. But there are good
reasons to think otherwise.

In  the  first  place,  we  must  remember  that  “the  interval
between Jesus and the written Gospels was not dormant.”{6} In
fact,  this  period  was  filled  with  a  tremendous  amount  of
activity. The earliest followers of Jesus told and retold his
story wherever they went. This is important, for as a recent
book on Jesus observes:

If the earliest proclamation about Jesus was altered in
later years, then surely first-generation Christians would
know about the changes and would object to them. It would
not even take outsiders to object to the “new and improved
Christianity,” since those who were already believers would
have serious problems with the differences in the content of
their belief.{7}

Not only this, but New Testament scholar Craig Blomberg lists
many other reasons for believing that this oral tradition was
accurately transmitted by Jesus’ earliest followers.{8} First,
Jesus’ followers believed that He “proclaimed God’s Word in a
way which demanded careful retelling.” Second, over ninety
percent  of  his  teachings  contained  “poetic  elements  which
would have made them easy to memorize.” Third, “the almost
universal method of education in antiquity, and especially in
Israel, was rote memorization, which enabled people accurately
to recount quantities of material far greater than all of the
Gospels put together.” And fourth, “written notes and a kind
of shorthand were often privately kept by rabbis and their
disciples.”  Although  we  can’t  be  sure  that  any  of  Jesus’
disciples kept written notes of His teachings, it’s at least
possible that they did.

Finally, we must bear in mind that the Gospels are not the
product  of  merely  one  person’s  memories  of  the  events  of
Jesus’ life. Instead, the oral tradition which lies behind the
Gospels  is  based  on  numerous  eyewitness  reports.  This  is



extremely important, for as the authors of Reinventing Jesus
remind us, the disciples’ “recollections were not individual
memories but collective ones—confirmed by other eyewitnesses
and burned into their minds by the constant retelling of the
story. . . . Memory in community is a deathblow to the view
that the disciples simply forgot the real Jesus.”{9}

What About the Differences?
Thus, there are excellent reasons for believing that the first
Christians accurately preserved and transmitted the stories
about Jesus before they were recorded in the New Testament
Gospels. But if this is so, then how do we explain the fact
that the sayings of Jesus and his disciples are sometimes
worded differently in different Gospels?

To cite just one example, consider the different ways in which
the Gospel writers record the dialogue between Jesus and his
disciples on the occasion of Peter’s famous confession at
Caesarea Philippi. Jesus begins by asking his disciples a
question, but Matthew, Mark, and Luke each word the question
differently. Matthew records Jesus asking, “Who do people say
the  Son  of  Man  is?”  (Matt.  16:13).{10}  But  in  Mark  the
question reads a bit differently, “Who do people say I am?”
(Mark 8:27). And in Luke it’s a bit different still, “Who do
the crowds say I am?” (Luke 9:18).

Not only is the precise wording of Jesus’ question different
in each of these Gospels, but the wording of Peter’s response
is as well. In Matthew, Peter answers, “You are the Christ,
the Son of the living God” (16:16). But in Mark he simply
says, “You are the Christ” (8:29), and in Luke, “The Christ of
God” (9:20).

Now clearly these are not major differences. In each case the
gist of what’s said is the same. But we must also acknowledge
that in each case the details are different. What’s going on



here? If the stories about Jesus were accurately preserved
before being recorded in the Gospels, then why are there these
subtle, yet real, differences in the words attributed to Jesus
and Peter in each of these three accounts? Or to put this
question  in  the  words  of  Darrell  Bock,  how  are  we  to
understand such sayings in the Gospels—are they live, jive, or
memorex?{11}

On the one hand, the view which says such sayings are merely
unhistorical “jive” just doesn’t do justice to the evidence
we’ve  already  considered  regarding  how  carefully  the  oral
tradition  about  the  life  of  Jesus  was  transmitted  by  his
earliest followers. Nor does this view adequately account for
both the internal and external evidence for the historical
reliability of the Gospels.{12}

On the other hand, the “memorex” view, which holds that the
Gospel accounts of Jesus’ spoken words represent the exact
words He spoke on the occasions reported, doesn’t seem to
square with the actual evidence of the Gospels themselves. The
Gospel writers do, as we saw above, report the words of Jesus
and his disciples differently, and this is so even in cases
where we can be quite confident that the incident occurred
only once.

This leaves us with only one more option to consider.

A “Live” Option
Dr. Darrell Bock has persuasively argued for what he calls a
“live” option in explaining the differences between the Gospel
accounts.{13} He describes this option this way:

Each Evangelist retells the . . . words of Jesus in a fresh
way . . . while . . . accurately presenting the “gist” of
what Jesus said. . . . [T]his approach . . . recognizes the
Jesus tradition as “live” in its dynamic and quality. We
clearly hear Jesus . . . but . . . there is summary and



emphasis in the complementary portraits that each Evangelist
gives . . . .{14}

In other words, the Gospel writers are not always giving us
Jesus’ exact words, but they are always giving us his genuine
voice.  This  distinction  is  absolutely  necessary.  For  one
thing, it helps explain the observed differences among Jesus’
sayings in the Gospels. It also sits well with the fact that
most of these sayings had already been translated by the time
they were first recorded. You see, most of Jesus’ original
teaching  would  have  been  done  in  Aramaic,  the  dominant
language  of  first-century  Palestine.  The  Gospels,  however,
were written in Greek. Since “most of Jesus’ teaching in the
Gospels is already a translation,” we’re not reading his exact
words  even  when  we’re  reading  the  Gospels  in  Greek.{15}
Finally, Jesus’ longest speeches can be read in a matter of
minutes. Yet “we know that Jesus kept his audiences for hours
at a time (e.g., Mark 6:34-36).” It seems evident, then, “that
the writers gave us a . . . summarized presentation of what
Jesus said and did.”{16}

But if the “live” option is correct, and the Gospels don’t
always give us Jesus’ exact words, does this mean that their
reports of Jesus’ teaching are untrustworthy? Not at all. The
way in which the Gospel writers recorded the words and deeds
of  Jesus  was  totally  consistent  with  the  way  in  which
responsible histories were written in the ancient world. As
Dr. Bock observes, “the Greek standard of reporting speeches
required a concern for accuracy in reporting the gist of what
had  been  said,  even  if  the  exact  words  were  not  .  .  .
recorded.”{17}

This is exactly what a careful study of the Gospels reveals
about the way in which their authors reported the words of
Jesus. Although these writers lived before the invention of
audio  recorders,  they  nonetheless  strove  to  honestly  and
reliably record the gist of Jesus’ teachings. We can therefore
read these documents with confidence that they are telling us



the “Gospel truth” about Jesus in a fresh and dynamic way.
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Abusive Churches
What characterizes abusive churches is their cultic method of
ministry. Although outwardly orthodox in their theology, these
churches use abusive and mind control methods to get their
followers to submit to the organization. In this article Dr.
Pat Zukeran covers eight characteristics of abusive churches.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

We are all familiar with traditional cults such as
the Mormons and the Jehovah’s Witnesses. There are,
however, other groups with cultic characteristics
that do not fit the same profile as the traditional
cults. Sometimes called “abusive churches” or even
“Bible-based cults,” they appear outwardly orthodox in their
doctrinal beliefs. What distinguishes these groups or churches
from genuine orthodox Christianity is their abusive, cultic-
like methodology and philosophy of ministry.
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In his book Churches That Abuse, Dr. Ronald
Enroth carefully examines several of these
churches  throughout  the  United  States.  He
reveals the cultic methods these groups use
and points out several distinguishing marks
of abusive churches. At this point I will
briefly  introduce  each  of  these
characteristics and some of my own. Later,
I’ll  discuss  all  these  characteristics  in
detail.

First,  abusive  churches  have  a  control-oriented  style  of
leadership. Second, the leaders of such churches often use
manipulation to gain complete submission from their members.
Third,  there  is  a  rigid,  legalistic  lifestyle  involving
numerous  requirements  and  minute  details  for  daily  life.
Fourth,  these  churches  tend  to  change  their  names  often,
especially  once  they  are  exposed  by  the  media.  Fifth,
denouncing  other  churches  is  common  because  they  see
themselves as superior to all other churches. Sixth, these
churches have a persecution complex and view themselves as
being persecuted by the world, the media, and other Christian
churches. Seventh, abusive churches specifically target young
adults between eighteen and twenty-five years of age. The
eighth  and  final  mark  of  abusive  churches  is  the  great
difficulty members have in getting out of or leaving these
churches, a process often marked by social, psychological, or
emotional pain.

Those  involved  in  a  church  that  seems  to  reflect  these
characteristics  would  be  wise  to  evaluate  the  situation
thoroughly and leave the church if it is appropriate. Staying
may increase the risks of damaging your family relationships
and  multiplies  the  likelihood  of  losing  your  perspective.
Members of such churches often develop a distorted view of
reality, distrust everyone, and suffer from stress, fear, and
depression. Some former members even continue to experience



these things after escaping from an abusing church. There are
also several documented cases in which associating with an
abusive church has led to the deaths of individuals or their
relatives.

Some of these groups have networks of many sister churches. In
some cases these groups have split off from more mainstream
denominations.  Occasionally  the  new  groups  have  even  been
denounced  by  the  founding  denomination.  Such  groups  often
disguise themselves by frequently changing the name of their
organization,  especially  following  adverse  publicity.  This
practice makes the true nature of these organizations more
difficult to determine for the unsuspecting individual. Some
abusive  churches  have  college  ministries  all  across  the
country. On some university campuses such student movements
are among the largest groups on their respective campuses.

It is important that Christians today know the Bible and know
how to recognize such churches so as not to fall into their
traps. In order to help people become more aware of churches
which may be abusing their members, I now want to go through
in more detail the eight characteristics I mentioned earlier.

Control-Oriented Leadership
A central feature of an abusive church is control-oriented
leadership. The leader in an abusive church is dogmatic, self-
confident, arrogant, and the spiritual focal point in the
lives  of  his  followers.  The  leader  assumes  he  is  more
spiritually  in  tune  with  God  than  anyone  else.  He  claims
insight into Scripture that no one else has. Or, he may state
that he receives personal revelations from God. Because of
such  claims,  the  leader’s  position  and  beliefs  cannot  be
questioned; his statements are final. To members of this type
of church or group, questioning the leader is the equivalent
of questioning God. Although the leader may not come out and
state  this  fact,  this  attitude  is  clearly  seen  by  the
treatment  of  those  who  dare  to  question  or  challenge  the



leader.  The  leader  of  the  movement  often  makes  personal
decisions  for  his  followers.  Individual  thinking  is
prohibited; thus the followers become dependent on the leader.

In the hierarchy of such a church, the leader is, or tends to
be, accountable to no one. Even if there is an elder board, it
is usually made up of men who are loyal to, and will never
disagree with, the leader. This style of leadership is not one
endorsed in the Bible. According to Scripture all believers
have equal access to God and are equal before Him because we
are made in His image, and we are all under the authority of
the  Word  of  God.  In  1  Thessalonians  5:21  believers  are
directed to measure all teachings against the Word of God.
Acts 17:11 states that even the apostle Paul was under the
authority of the Bible, and the Bereans were commended because
they tested Paul’s teachings with the Scriptures. Leaders and
laity alike are to live according to Scripture.

Manipulation of Members
Abusive  churches  are  characterized  by  the  manipulation  of
their members. Manipulation is the use of external forces to
get others to do what someone else wants them to do. Here
manipulation is used to get people to submit to the leadership
of the church. The tactics of manipulation include the use of
guilt,  peer  pressure,  intimidation,  and  threats  of  divine
judgment from God for disobedience. Often harsh discipline is
carried out publicly to promote ridicule and humiliation.

Another tactic is the “shepherding” philosophy. As practiced
in many abusive churches this philosophy requires every member
to  be  personally  accountable  to  another  more  experienced
person. To this person, one must reveal all personal thoughts,
feelings,  and  discuss  future  decisions.  This  personal
information, is not used to help the member, but to control
the member.

Another means of control is isolation. Abusive churches may



cut off contact between a new member and his family, friends,
and anyone else not associated with the church.

How different this style of leadership is from the leadership
of Jesus, the Good Shepherd who lovingly, gently, humbly, and
sacrificially leads His sheep.

Rigid, Legalistic Lifestyle
The third characteristic of abusive churches is the rigid,
legalistic lifestyle of their members. This rigidity is a
natural  result  of  the  leadership  style.  Abusive  churches
require  unwavering  devotion  to  the  church  from  their
followers.  Allegiance  to  the  church  has  priority  over
allegiance  to  God,  family,  or  anything  else.

Often  members  are  required  or  pressured  to  attend  Bible
studies  five,  six,  or  seven  days  a  week.  There  is  a
requirement to do evangelism; a certain quota of contacts must
be met, and some churches even require members to fill out
time cards recording how many hours they spent in evangelism,
etc. Daily schedules are made for the person; thus he is
endlessly doing the church’s ministry. Former members of one
church told me they were working for their church from 5:00 am
to 12:00 midnight five days a week.

Members of such churches frequently drop out of school, quit
working,  or  even  neglect  their  families  to  do  the  work
required by the church. There are also guidelines for dress,
dating, finances, and so on. Such details are held to be of
major importance in these churches.

In churches like these, people begin to lose their personal
identity and start acting like programmed robots. Many times,
the pressure and demands of the church will cause a member to
have a nervous breakdown or fall into severe depression. As I
reflect  on  these  characteristics  I  think  of  Jesus’  words
concerning the Pharisees who “tie up heavy loads and put them



on men’s shoulders, but they themselves are not willing to
lift  a  finger”  (Matt.  23:  4).  What  a  contrast  from  the
leadership style of Jesus who said, “Come to me, all you who
are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you. . . .For my yoke is easy and my burden is light”
(Matt. 11:28-30).

Frequent Changing of Group/Church Name
A fourth characteristic of abusive churches is a pattern of
constantly changing the name of the church or campus ministry.
Often a name change is a response to unfavorable publicity by
the  media.  Some  abusive  churches  have  changed  their  name
several times in the course of a few years.

If you are in such a church, one that has changed its name
several  times  because  of  bad  publicity,  or  if  you  feel
unceasing pressure to live up to its demands, it is probably
time to carefully evaluate the ministry of the church and your
participation in it.

Denouncing All Other Churches
Let us now take a look at the fifth characteristic: abusive
churches usually denounce all other Christian churches. They
see themselves as spiritually elite. They feel that they alone
have the truth and all other churches are corrupt. Therefore,
they do not associate with other Christian churches. They
often  refer  to  themselves  as  some  special  group  such  as,
“God’s Green Berets,” “The faithful remnant,” or “God’s end-
time army.” There is a sense of pride in abusive churches
because members feel they have a special relationship with God
and His movement in the world. In his book Churches That
Abuse, Dr. Ron Enroth quotes a former member of one such group
who states, “Although we didn’t come right out and say it, in
our innermost hearts we really felt that there was no place in
the  world  like  our  assembly.  We  thought  the  rest  of
Christianity was out to lunch.” However the Bible makes it



clear, that there are no spiritually elite groups or churches.
Ephesians 4:36 states, “Make every effort to keep the unity of
the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and
one Spirit, just as you were called to one hope, when you were
called, one Lord, one faith, one baptism; One God and Father
of all.”

The Christian church universal is united by the same God, the
same Holy Spirit, and the fundamental beliefs of the Bible
which include such things as the Trinity, authority of the
Bible,  the  death  and  resurrection  of  Jesus,  the  deity  of
Christ, justification by faith alone, and so on. In these
central truths we stand united. A church which believes itself
to  be  elite  and  does  not  associate  with  other  Christian
churches is not motivated by the spirit of God but by divisive
pride.

Persecution Complex
The sixth characteristic follows naturally. Because abusive
churches see themselves as elite, they expect persecution in
the world and even feed on it. Criticism and exposure by the
media are seen as proof that they are the true church being
persecuted  by  Satan.  However,  the  persecution  received  by
abusive churches is different from the persecution received by
Jesus and the Apostles.

Jesus  and  the  Apostles  were  persecuted  for  preaching  the
truth. Abusive churches bring on much of their negative press
because of their own actions. Yet, any criticism received, no
matter what the source–whether Christian or secular–is always
viewed as an attack from Satan, even if the criticisms are
based on the Bible. This makes it difficult to witness to a
person in such a church for he will see your attempt to share
the gospel with him as persecution. Often in cases like these,
when I am accused of persecuting, I simply reply, “I am here
talking to you with the Word of God which you say you believe.
How can this be persecution?” This approach often helps in



continuing the dialogue with a member of an abusive church who
has  been  brainwashed  to  believe  that  all  opposition  is
persecution.

Targeting Young Adults
The seventh characteristic of abusive churches is that they
tend to target young adults ages 18-25 who are in the middle
class,  well  educated,  idealistic,  and  often  immature
Christians. Young adults are the perfect age group to focus on
because they are often looking for a cause to give their lives
to, and they need love, affirmation, and acceptance. Often
these churches will provide this, and the leaders frequently
take the role of surrogate parents.

Painful Exit Process
The eighth characteristic is a painful and difficult exit
process. Members in many such churches are afraid to leave
because  of  intimidation,  pressure,  and  threats  of  divine
judgment. Sometimes members who exit are harassed and pursued
by church leaders. The majority of the time, former members
are publicly ridiculed and humiliated before the church, and
members are told not to associate in any way with any former
members. This practice is called shunning.

Many who leave abusive churches because of the intimidation
and brainwashing, actually feel they have left God Himself.
None of their former associates will fellowship with them, and
they feel isolated, abused, and fearful of the world. One
former member of a particular campus ministry said, “If you
leave  without  the  leadership’s  approval,  condemnation  and
guilt are heaped upon you. My pastor told me he thought it was
satanic for me to leave and wondered if I could continue my
salvation experience.”

Let me conclude this discussion by sharing some practical ways
of reaching those who are involved in abusive churches. First,



we must begin with prayer. Witnessing to those brainwashed in
abusive churches is often intimidating and difficult. Often
leaders will not allow an individual member to meet with an
outsider  unless  accompanied  by  an  older,  more  experienced
person  who  is  trained  in  debating  and/or  intimidation.
Therefore, we must pray (1) for a chance to speak with the
individual{1} and that he would be open to what we have to
share.{2}

Second, lovingly confront the person and surface some biblical
issues. Often, abusive churches have a bizarre teaching or a
theological  error  that  can  be  pointed  out.  In  his  book
Churches That Abuse, Dr. Ron Enroth documents several examples
of this. For instance, the leader of one church had strange
teachings based on his claims of extra-biblical revelations
from God.{3} These included dietary laws, sexual behavior,
home decorations, and others. The leader of another group
called doctors “medical deities.” He also claimed medicines
had demonic names and if taken, opened a person up to demonic
influence.{4}  Pointing  out  errors,  inconsistencies,  and
bizarre beliefs may open the individual’s mind and prompt him
to begin asking questions.

Third, share articles you may find in the newspaper or in
magazines on the particular church under discussion. The book
that I have often quoted from, Churches That Abuse, is an
excellent resource. The key is to get the individual to start
asking questions and research answers for himself. Tell him to
test everything with the Scriptures and not to be afraid to
ask questions. If the leader is afraid or hesitant to answer a
member’s honest questions, the maturity of that leadership may
be suspect.

Jesus, however, said that truth is a means of freedom, not
bondage. He said, “You shall know the truth, and the truth
shall make you free” (John 8:32).

Notes
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Biblical Archaeology
Kerby Anderson provides an update on recent archaeological
finds that corroborate the historicity of the Bible.

One of the most important proofs for the historical accuracy
of the Bible can be found in archaeology. Ancient history and
archaeology should confirm the accuracy of this record. That
is what we find when comparing these finds with the written
record of Scripture.

My focus will be to summarize a few of the past
archaeological finds that confirm the Bible and
then  provide  an  update  on  some  of  the  newest
archaeological discoveries made in just the last
few years that are very significant. On the Probe
website, we have an excellent summary done twenty years ago of
archaeology and the Old Testament (probe.org/archaeology-and-
the-old-testament/)  and  archaeology  and  the  New  Testament
(probe.org/archaeology-and-the-new-testament/).

Archaeology not only has confirmed the historical record found
in the Bible, but it also provides additional details not
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found  in  the  original  writings  of  the  biblical  authors.
Archaeology also helps explain Bible passages by providing
context of the surrounding culture as well as the social and
political circumstances.

We must also admit the limitations of archaeology. Although
these  archaeological  finds  can  establish  the  historical
accuracy  of  the  record,  they  cannot  prove  the  divine
inspiration of the Bible. Also, we must admit that even when
we have an archaeological find, it still must be interpreted.
Those interpretations are obviously affected by the worldview
perspective  and  even  bias  of  the  historians  and
archaeologists.

Even granting the skeptical bias that can be found in this
field,  it  is  still  amazing  that  many  archaeologists
acknowledge  the  biblical  confirmation  that  has  come  from
significant archaeological finds.

Dr. William Albright observed, “There can be no doubt that
archaeology has confirmed the substantial historicity of Old
Testament tradition.”{1}

Archaeologist  Nelson  Glueck  and  president  of  Hebrew  Union
College concluded, “It may be stated categorically that no
archaeological  discovery  has  ever  controverted  a  Biblical
reference. Scores of archaeological findings have been made
which confirm in clear outline or exact detail historical
statements  in  the  Bible.  And,  by  the  same  token,  proper
evaluation of Biblical description has often led to amazing
discoveries.”{2}

Millar Burrows, Professor of Archaeology at Yale University,
remarked that “On the whole, however, archaeological work has
unquestionably strengthened confidence in the reliability of
the Scriptural record. More than one archaeologist has found
his  respect  for  the  Bible  increased  by  the  experience  of
excavation in Palestine.”{3}



Old Testament Archaeology
There  are  so  many  significant  archaeological  finds  that
confirm the historical accuracy of the Old Testament. Perhaps
the most famous and most significant find is the Dead Sea
scrolls. A young shepherd boy found the first of them in a
cave in 1947. Eventually over 800 fragments were found. This
includes a complete scroll of the book of Isaiah.

Many  of  these  scrolls  are  from  before  the  time  of  Jesus
Christ. That is important because it provided a way to check
the accuracy of the transmission of the Old Testament. The
earliest copies of the Old Testament that we had before this
discovery were a thousand years later. When we compare the
Dead Sea scrolls to these later manuscripts, we can see that
there  were  very  few  variations  (mostly  due  to  changes  in
spelling or grammar). The transmission through the scribe was
very accurate.

Another significant find was archaeological documentation of
King David. Archaeologists working at one site uncovered an
inscription that means “house of David” that dates to the
ninth century BC.

Another important archaeological find was the Hittite nation.
The  Hittites  are  mentioned  nearly  50  times  in  the  Old
Testament, but there was no solid archaeological evidence they
existed until the 20th century. Some argued that the Bible
must be wrong since it mentions this nation but archaeological
evidence was lacking.

The  Hittites  were  a  major  force  against  the  Jews.  Israel
needed to conquer them in order to enter the Promised Land
(Joshua  11:3-4).  King  David  had  Uriah  the  Hittite  killed
because of his adultery with his wife, Bathsheba (2 Kings
11:3-21).  Fortunately,  archaeologists  did  uncover  abundant
evidence  of  the  Hittites  in  Turkey.  They  found  a  temple,
sculptures, a storeroom with 10,000 clay tablets. Later they



even uncovered the Hittite capital city of Hattusha.

Archaeologists with the Israel Antiquities Authority digging
at  Tel  Lachish  found  an  ancient  toilet  that  confirms  Old
Testament history. To understand its significance, we need to
look at the record of King Hezekiah. We read in 2 Kings that
he removed the Asherah poles from the high places and smashed
the  sacred  stones  that  were  used  in  the  Canaanite  cultic
worship.

Archaeologists discovered large rooms that appear to be a
shrine  where  four-horned  altars  were  destroyed.  They  also
found a seat carved in stone with the hole in it that was used
as a toilet. It was mostly likely placed there as a form of
desecration for the whole room.{4} This correlates with the
biblical  description  in  2  Kings  10:27  that  Jehu  and  his
followers “demolished the pillar of Baal, and demolished the
house of Baal, and made it a latrine to this day.”

New Testament Archaeology
Jesus spent much of his time in Capernaum by the Sea of
Galilee.  It  is  mentioned  16  times  in  the  New  Testament.
Archaeologists have uncovered evidence of the fishing industry
there (anchors, fishhooks), which would have been used by many
of the disciples. The houses were one-story buildings, with
roofs  of  wooden  beams  or  branches.  This  explains  how  men
carried a man to the roof and let him down in front of Jesus
(Mark 2:1-4). Jesus taught in the synagogue in Capernaum (Mark
1:21-22, Luke 4:31-36). The remains of a synagogue built in
the 4th century sits atop the black basalt foundations of this
synagogue that existed at the time of Jesus.

In Jerusalem are many archaeological discoveries from the time
of Jesus. That includes the remains of the temple as well as
the pool of Bethesda (John 5:1-15) and the pool of Siloam
(John 9:1-7).



Archaeology (as well as history) verifies the existence of
many  political  leaders  mentioned  in  the  New  Testament.  A
Denarius coin shows a portrait of Tiberius Caesar. This is
also significant because Jesus asked the people whose likeness
was on the coin (Mark 12:17). The name Pontius Pilate was
found in an inscription at Caesarea Maritima.

Sometimes archaeology can shed light on what seems like a
sharp  disagreement  in  the  Bible.  In  Paul’s  letter  to  the
Galatians,  he  recounts  what  he  said  to  Peter  who  stopped
eating meals with gentile Christians. He argued that Peter
lived like a Gentile even though he was a Jew.

The answer lies in the fact that Paul was a devout Pharisee,
who took kosher food laws and purity very seriously. Peter,
though Jewish, was not a Pharisee and grew up in Bethsaida on
the  north  shore  of  the  Sea  of  Galilee.  Archaeological
excavations  uncovered  some  non-kosher  evidence.  Some  were
eating wild boar and catfish, which were considered unclean
and not to be eaten by Jew following the Torah.{5}

Archaeological finds at Corinth include the city’s bema seat,
where Paul stood trial (Acts 18:12-17) and an inscription with
the name Erastus, a city administrator who was an associate of
Paul (Acts 19:22; 2 Timothy 4:20; Romans 16:23).

Critics have challenged the historical record of Luke because
of  alleged  inaccuracies.  Classical  scholar  Colin  Hemer
documents  that  Luke  is  a  very  accurate  historian.{6}  He
identifies  84  facts  in  the  Book  of  Acts  that  have  been
confirmed  by  historical  and  archaeological  research.  This
includes  nautical  details,  names  of  gods,  designation  of
magistrates, and proper names and titles.

These are just a few of the archaeological discoveries in the
past  that  have  confirmed  the  Old  Testament  and  the  New
Testament. In the next section we will look at some of the
most recent archaeological discoveries.



Recent Archaeological Discoveries
Within  the  last  few  years,  there  have  been  major
archaeological  discoveries  that  further  confirm  biblical
history. An article in Christianity Today provides a list of
the top ten archaeological discoveries.{7} Here are just a few
of these important discoveries.

The Israel Antiquities Authority announced the discovery of a
limestone column on which the world “Jerusalem” was spelled
out in Aramaic. This is the oldest inscription of this nature
found so far. You might expect that there would be lots of
such inscriptions, but that turn out to be very rare.

The inscription was found in an ancient potter’s village that
must have served pilgrims making their way to the Temple in
Jerusalem. A potter’s field calls to mind the one bought by
the priests (Matthew 27:7) with the money Judas returned.

The Jewish tabernacle and the Ark of the Covenant were located
for  a  time  in  Shiloh.  Excavation  there  produced  a  clay
pomegranate. In the Bible, the pomegranate was a common temple
decoration (1 Kings 7:18; 2 Kings 25:17). Small pomegranates
embroidered with blue, purple, and scarlet yarns hung from the
hems of the priestly robes (Exodus 28:33). This discovery
affirms the sacredness of Shiloh.

Scientists and archaeologists believe they made have found the
site of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. They found
evidence that a “high-heat” explosive event north of the Dead
Sea wiped out all civilization in the affected area. It killed
all  the  people  within  a  25-kilometer  circular  area.  The
fertile soil would have been stripped of nutrients by the high
heat.  Waves  of  briny  salt  would  have  washed  over  the
surrounding  area  and  spread  through  hot  winds.

The scientists suggest that a cosmic airburst event from a
meteor was the reason for the disappearance from the site. It



apparently took 600 years for the region to recover before it
could once again be inhabited. This fits with the description
in Genesis 19, which says that burning sulfur rained down on
Sodom and Gomorrah and killed all the people and all the
vegetation of the land.

Archaeologist  Dr.  Stephen  Collins  says  that  there  was  a
violent conflagration that ended occupation at the site. There
is “melted pottery, scorched foundation stones, and several
feet of ash and destruction debris churned into a dark gray
matrix as if in a Cuisinart.” He and another author in a joint
paper conclude that all of this provides “signs of a highly
destructive and thermal event that one might expect from what
is described in Genesis 19.”{8}

Recent Archaeological Discoveries
Above we looked at a few of the most recent archaeological
discoveries that confirm the historical accuracy of the Bible.
Most of them were found in an article in Christianity Today.
Here are a few more significant discoveries.

An inscribed piece of limestone discovered in a tomb along the
west bank of the Nile was revealed to be a Semitic abecedary
(alphabet in ABC order). It dates back to the time of Moses
and fits with the statement that “Moses wrote down everything
the Lord had said” (Exodus 24:4). It turns out he wasn’t the
only one writing in a Semitic script in Egypt at that time.

When ISIS terrorists captured Mosul, they blew up the tomb of
the prophet Jonah. This uncovered the remains of a palace of
the Assyrian King Esarhaddon. Previous archaeological teams
stopped  digging  in  certain  sites  in  Iraq  for  fear  of
destroying them. That was a case of the traditional tomb of
Jonah, until ISIS started digging beneath it to find artifacts
to  sell.  As  one  article  put  it,  “ISIS  Accidentally
Corroborates the Bible.”{9} The tunnels they dug revealed a



previously untouched Assyrian palace in the ancient city of
Ninevah. Inscriptions found in the old city of Nineveh give an
order  of  Assyrian  kings  that  matches  perfectly  with  the
biblical order.

Extra careful processing of dirt from an archaeological dig in
the  southwest  corner  of  the  Temple  Mount  provided  a  beka
weight. This was used (Exodus 38:6) to measure the silver in
the half-shekel temple tax that was collected from each member
of the Jewish community.

Another seal impression seems to be (a letter is missing) the
name “Isaiah the prophet.” It was found near the Temple Mount
near  another  seal  impression  that  says  “King  Hezekiah  of
Judah” that was uncovered two years earlier.  Hezekiah and the
prophet Isaiah are mentioned in the same verse 17 times. This
clay seal gives the impression that Isaiah had access to the
king’s palace as his adviser.

A ring with the name “Pontius Pilate” on it was excavated
decades ago but only could be read recently due to advanced
photographic techniques. Of course, this is not the first time
that his name has surfaced in archaeology, but it is still a
significant find. The ring is not fancy enough to have been
worn by Pilate. It was probably worn by someone authorized to
act  on  his  authority  and  would  use  it  to  seal  official
communications.

This is an exciting time for archaeological investigation. New
finds provide even more evidence of the historical accuracy of
the  Old  Testament  and  the  New  Testament.  Archaeology  has
provided abundant confirmation of the Bible.
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